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ABSTRACT

BRAIN MECHANISM FOR ENHANCED HAND FUNCTION WITH REMOTE
SENSORY STIMULATION
by
Kishor Lakshmi Narayanan
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2016
Under the Supervision of Professor Mohammad Habibur Rahman

The neurological bases for remote vibration enhanced sensory feedback and motor
function are yet poorly understood. The purpose of this dissertation was to identify and
examine the effect of vibration on finger tactile sensation in healthy adults and how
imperceptible random vibration applied to the wrist changes cortical activity for fingertip
sensation and precision grip. In a series of studies on healthy adults, white-noise vibration
was applied to one of four locations (dorsum hand by the second knuckle, thenar and
hypothenar areas, and volar wrist) at one of four intensities (zero, 60%, 80%, and 120%
of the sensory threshold for each vibration location), while the fingertip sensation, the
smallest vibratory signal that could be perceived on the thumb and index fingertip pads,
was assessed. Vibration intensities significantly affected the fingertip sensation (p<.01) in
a similar manner for all four vibration locations. Specifically, vibration at 60% of the
sensory threshold improved the thumb and index fingertip tactile sensation (p<.01), while
vibration at 120% of the sensory threshold degraded the thumb and index fingertip tactile
sensation (p<.01) and the 80% vibration did not significantly change the fingertip
sensation (p>.01), all compared with the zero vibration condition. The next step was to
ii

examine the cortical activity for this vibration-enhanced fingertip sensation. We
measured somatosensory evoked potentials to assess peak-to-peak response to light touch
of the index fingertip with applied wrist vibration versus without. We observed increased
peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potentials with wrist vibration, especially with
increased amplitude of the later component for the somatosensory, motor, and premotor
cortex with wrist vibration. These findings corroborate an enhanced cortical-level sensory
response motivated by vibration. It is possible that the cortical modulation observed here
is the result of the establishment of transient networks for improved perception. Finally,
we examined the effect of imperceptible vibration applied to the wrist on cortical control
for precision grip. We measured β-band power to assess peak-to-peak response while
subjects performed precision pinch with wrist vibration versus without. We observed
increased peak-to-peak β-band power amplitude with wrist vibration, especially with
event-related synchronization for the prefrontal, sensorimotor, motor, premotor, and
supplementary motor areas with vibration. The enhanced motor function may possibly be
a result of higher recalibration following movement and faster motor learning.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Finger tactile sensory feedback is a prerequisite for dexterous hand function including
fine finger movements, gripping, and object manipulation [1]. Loss of finger tactile
sensation via digital anesthesia immediately leads to declined grip force regulation, use of
excessive grip force than needed for object lifting, and object slippage [2, 3, 4]. Deficits
in tactile sensation following aging [5, 6, 7], stroke [8, 9], or diabetic neuropathy [10] can
reduce sensory feedback from the fingers, resulting in inappropriate grip force control
[11, 12], deteriorated manual dexterity [13] and fine object manipulation [14], unstable
grip [15], and slippage of objects from the fingers [2, 16]. Therefore, methods to improve
finger tactile sensation have the potential to facilitate hand dexterity and hand functions.
Improving tactile sensation and dexterity represents a tremendous potential to enhance
human performance in high precision manual dexterity tasks, such as cooking, gardening,
assembling intricate parts, playing music, and performing surgical procedures.
Recently, it was shown that the application of sensory noise away from the hand (e.g.,
wrist, forearm) may also improve hand tactile sensation [17]. This effect is similar to
‘stochastic resonance’ [18, 19, 20, 21] in which minute, unperceivable noise improves
signal detection by elevating the signal amplitude, while high intensity noise causes a
suprathreshold sensation which masks the signal and disrupts signal detection [19]. Such
minute sensory noise can be applied using a relatively low-cost, low-risk mechanical
vibrator, with a rather instant effect [22]. However, a noise-generating device placed
directly on the fingertip interferes with object manipulation and dexterous hand
1

movement by blocking physical contact between the finger and object. It was found that
imperceptible vibrotactile noise, applied away from the fingertip, ‘remotely’ to the wrist
improved fingertip tactile sensation in chronic stroke survivors [17]. Subthreshold
vibrotactile noise applied to the forearm shortened muscle reaction time to hand tactile
stimuli in healthy adults [23], thereby improving hand grip functions. Reduced sensation
simulated by applying DuoDERM® bandages on the fingertips resulted in increased
pinch grip force error, while subthreshold remote stimulation reduced pinch grip force
error, when subjects attempted to maintain a set pinch force level at 5% of their pinch
strength without visual feedback [24]. Such a remote effect has a practical implication of
strategically placing a noise generator off the hand in order to expose the entire hand skin
for tactile stimuli during dexterous manual tasks and also to not interfere with object
manipulation.
However, the mechanism by which remote noise affects fingertip tactile sensation and
motor control is unclear. A potential mechanism suggested is that the integration of signal
and remote noise for stochastic resonance occurs at the spinal level and/or cortical level.
However, such evidence for the signal and noise integration in the central nervous system
based on electrical recordings of neural activities currently lacks in humans. Previous
demonstration of the signal and noise integration in the central nervous system based on
electrical recordings of neural activities was from cats [25]. Previous studies [17, 23]
only demonstrated behavioral changes that suggest the signal and noise integration in the
central nervous system. However, they did not demonstrate evidence in neural activity.
The mechanism through which this remote sensory stimulation enhances hand function is
2

unknown, which is a hurdle for adoption of this new technology to enhance human
performance in high precision manual dexterity tasks (cooking, gardening, assembling
intricate parts, playing music, performing surgical procedures), helping aged people
regain their hand functions, and serve as a rehabilitation tool for patients affected with
neurological disorder (stroke, multiple sclerosis).
1.1 Research objectives
In order to achieve the objective of finding the neural mechanism for the effect of
remote sensory stimulation on improved hand function, the following three specific aims
were put forward. The central hypothesis is that the sensory and motor improvement with
the stimulation at the wrist is mediated by increased primary sensorimotor cortical
activity for finger touch sensing and precision grip.


Aim 1: To determine the effect of remote sensory noise on fingertip tactile
sensation.
o

Hypothesis 1: Remote sensory noise enhances fingertip tactile sensation
when applied at a subthreshold level compared to without remote sensory
noise application in healthy adults. The threshold is the sensory threshold of
an individual at which they can barely distinguish the sensory noise being on
or off. As a negative control, it is hypothesized that sensory noise applied at a
suprathreshold level degrades fingertip tactile sensation.



Aim 2: To determine the effect of sensory manipulation on cortical control
for fingertip touch sensing.
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o

Hypothesis 2: Enhanced tactile sensation via remote sensory stimulation is
mediated by an increase in the somatosensory evoked potential in the
sensorimotor cortex EEG activity in response to fingertip touch events with
the remote sensory stimulation compared to without it in healthy individuals.



Aim 3: To determine the effect of sensory manipulation on cortical control
for precision pinch grip.
o

Hypothesis 3: Enhanced tactile sensation via remote sensory stimulation
increases the sensorimotor cortex EEG’s β-band modulation during
precision pinch grip compared to the control condition without the
stimulation in healthy individuals.

1.2 Innovations
The first innovation in this dissertation was the approach of remote sensory
stimulation. The preliminary work was the first to show improvement in finger tactile
sensation and hand dexterity using remote sensory stimulation at the wrist. The approach
allowed sensory noise to be applied away from the fingers, thereby enhancing tactile
sensation and dexterity without interfering with the natural interaction between the
fingers and the object. The second innovation was use of EEG to demonstrate brain
mechanisms of enhanced or deteriorated hand function. Knowledge on the way the brain
activity is modified by sensory manipulation which in turn affects hand function is
scarce. This dissertation laid a foundation for EEG signals to be used for various cortical
sensorimotor control and modulation with sensory manipulation.

4

1.3 Outline
We saw a brief introduction in this chapter and in the next chapter, the effect of both
imperceptible and perceptible white-noise vibration applied to different locations within
the distal upper extremity on the fingertip pads' tactile sensation in healthy adults were
examined. In Chapters 3 and 4, we shall see how imperceptible random vibration applied
to the wrist changed cortical activity for fingertip sensation and motor function
respectively. Finally, Chapter 5 is the summarized findings from all the studies in this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF VIBRATORY NOISE APPLIED TO WRIST AND HAND SKIN ON
FINGERTIP TACTILE SENSATION
The objective of this study in the dissertation was to investigate the way the fingertip
pads’ tactile sensation is affected by white-noise vibration applied to the distal upper
extremity in healthy adults. Specifically, the effects of both imperceptible and perceptible
white-noise vibration intensities applied at one of four locations (dorsum hand by the
second knuckle, thenar and hypothenar areas, and volar wrist) were examined to improve
understanding of its influence on fingertip pad tactile sensation.
2.1 Introduction
Finger tactile sensation is a prerequisite for dexterous hand function including fine
finger movements, gripping, and object manipulation [1]. Anesthesia of the fingers
results in immediate decline in grip strength, increase in safety margin, and slippage of an
object from the hand in healthy adults [3, 2, 4]. Likewise, deficits in tactile sensation,
such as following peripheral nerve injuries, aging [7, 6, 5], or stroke [8, 9, 26], can reduce
sensory feedback from the fingers, resulting in inappropriate grip force control [11, 12],
deteriorated manual dexterity and fine object manipulation [13, 14], unstable grip [15]
and dropping of objects [16].
Given the direct connection between finger tactile sensation and hand function, it is
important to know potential sources that affect tactile sensation. Sensory manipulation
exploiting these sources could be used to facilitate or degrade hand dexterity and hand
functions depending on the application. One of the sensory manipulation techniques
involves imperceptible vibration. Application of imperceptible vibration to the fingertips
6

has been shown to improve the fingertip pad’s tactile sensation and reduce excessive grip
force during object lifting [22]. Such a wearable vibrating device can be realized using a
low-cost, low-risk mechanical vibrator, with an instant effect [22] to enhance human
performance in high precision manual dexterity tasks, such as assembling intricate parts,
playing music or sports, and performing surgical procedures.
This vibration is thought to work based on a concept from traditional control theory in
which presence of low-level random noise increases the signal to noise ratio and the
system’s ability to respond to signals. Such a phenomenon is also referred to as
‘stochastic resonance’ [20]. In the human tactile sensory system, application of
imperceptible white-noise vibration to the tactile signal resulted in improved detection of
the tactile signal for the fingertip [19, 27] as well as foot sole [21]. This effect on
sensation was supported by electrophysiological data showing that white-noise vibration
resulted in increased signal to noise ratios in EEG somatosensory evoked responses [25].
Furthermore, there appears to be an optimal level of white-noise vibration for improving
human tactile sensation: Wells et al. [21] showed an inverted U shaped relationship
between noise intensity and sensation in which white-noise vibration at the intensities of
33%, 50% and 67% of the sensory threshold improved tactile sensation to a greater extent
than did vibration at intensities of 83% and 100% of the sensory threshold compared with
baseline sensation with no vibration in healthy adults. White-noise vibration above
sensory threshold was shown to degrade sensation, likely by masking the tactile signal
and interfering with signal detection [19]. Based on these results, Wells et al. [21]
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concluded that white-noise vibration should be high enough to facilitate a weak tactile
signal to cross a sensory threshold but not too high to mask the tactile signal.
Recent studies show that application of imperceptible white-noise vibration away
from the fingertips such as the wrist or the dorsum of the hand may also improve
fingertip tactile sensation: Imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the dorsal and
volar wrist as well as the dorsum of the hand by the first and second knuckles was found
to improve the index and thumb fingertip pads’ light touch sensation in chronic stroke
survivors [17]. Imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the thenar eminence and
the volar and dorsal forearm skin shortened muscle reaction time to hand tactile stimuli in
healthy adults, as did white-noise vibration applied to the middle fingertip [23].
Such a remote effect offers a practical benefit by strategically placing a vibrator off
the hand in order to expose the entire hand skin for tactile stimuli during dexterous
manual tasks and also to not interfere with object manipulation. In addition, this remote
effect has the potential to expand our current understanding of sensory manipulation in
the following way. We often assume that small vibratory noise on the base of the palm or
wrist from laying the hand on a table or a wristband-type device would not affect finger
sensation and dexterity. This assumption will be greatly challenged if we find that small
vibratory noise around the palm or wrist effectively changes fingertip tactile sensation.
Currently, it is unknown if imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the upper
extremity other than the fingertips can affect fingertip tactile sensation in healthy adults.
In addition, it is currently unclear how this practical benefit of the remote effect is
accrued.
8

This study aimed to investigate further the effect of white-noise vibration applied to
the upper extremity other than the fingertips on fingertip tactile sensation in healthy
adults by varying the noise locations and intensities. Specifically, to examine if
connections between specific nerves are mediating the remote effect, we tested four
vibration locations of the thenar eminence, hypothenar region, volar wrist, and dorsum of
the hand just proximal to the second knuckle that are innervated by the median nerve,
ulnar nerve, lateral musculocutaneous nerve, and radial nerve, respectively. The greatest
effect of the vibration when applied to the thenar eminence compared to other locations
may indicate involvement of median nerve sharing, whereas equal extents of sensory
effects for all vibration locations may indicate involvement of higher level neural
connections. In addition, three different noise intensities of 60%, 80%, and 120% of the
sensory threshold were tested to examine if the remote vibration affects the fingertip
tactile sensation in a manner similar to stochastic resonance.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Subjects
Twelve healthy right-handed adults (four females and eight males) with a mean age
of 29 ± 5 ranging from 20 to 40 years participated in the study. All subjects verbally
disclosed that they had no history of upper limb injury or musculoskeletal or neurologic
disorders. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (Study: 15.079UWM). Subjects read and signed a written informed consent form before participating in
the experiment.

9

2.2.2 Procedure
Subjects’ tactile sensation for the thumb and index fingertips was compared with vs.
without remote white-noise vibration at three vibration intensities (60%, 80%, and 120%
of the sensory threshold) and four remote vibration locations (dorsal hand just proximal
to the second knuckle, thenar eminence, hypothenar region, and volar wrist as shown in
Figure 1). The non-dominant hand was used because the non-dominant hand is thought to
be more sensitive to somatosensory feedback than the dominant hand [28, 29, 30].

Figure 1: Four remote location for vibration application during thumb and index finger tactile sensation score recording

The remote vibration was applied by attaching a C-3 Tactor (Engineering Acoustics,
Inc. Casselberry, FL) on one of the four locations using tape. The C-3 Tactor generated
white-noise vibration low pass filtered at 500Hz. The remote vibration intensity was
adjusted to zero (no vibration), 60%, 80%, or 120% of the sensory thresholds of each
remote location. The sensory threshold was the minimal vibration intensity that could be
felt by the subject. The sensory threshold was determined by incrementally increasing or
decreasing the voltage input to the vibrator (vibration intensity) repeatedly until the
10

subject was barely able to distinguish vibration on versus off as in the method of
ascending and descending limits [19, 31]. Subjects were verbally asked if they can
distinguish vibration on versus off. The average root mean square vibration intensity for
the sensory threshold was 0.41V, 0.35V, 0.37V, and 0.55V for the dorsal hand just
proximal to the second knuckle, thenar eminence, hypothenar region, and volar wrist,
respectively. Voltage input linearly changes the peak-to-peak vibration displacement, and
the average remote vibration at 0.42V corresponds to peak-to-peak vibration
displacement of 0.08mm according to the manufacturer datasheet.
Simultaneously with the remote vibration, another C-3 Tactor was attached to either
the thumb or index fingertip to measure fingertip tactile sensation (Figure 2). The thumb
and index fingertip tactile sensation score was quantified as the minimum root mean
square voltage (V) driving the C-3 Tactor whose stimuli could be barely felt by the
subject. The same sensory threshold determination method as described above for the
remote vibration was used to determine the fingertip tactile sensation score. During
measurement of the fingertip tactile sensation score, the remote vibration was
continuously on, whereas the vibration to the fingertip was turned on and off frequently
to ask subjects whether they could feel the fingertip vibration or not. A smaller fingertip
tactile sensation score indicates better sensation.
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Figure 2: Placement of C-3 Tactors

The testing order of the four remote vibration locations was randomized. Within each
location, the testing order of the vibration intensities (zero, 60%, 80%, and 120%) and
fingers (thumb and index) was randomized. The testing session for each subject lasted for
approximately two hours.
2.2.3 Data Analysis
Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine if the
fingertip tactile sensation score varied significantly with remote white-noise vibration.
An inverse transformation was applied to the fingertip tactile sensation score data to
ensure normality [32]. ANOVA was performed on the transformed data with the factors
of vibration intensity (zero, 60%, 80%, and 120% of sensory threshold), vibration
location (dorsal hand just proximal to the second knuckle, thenar eminence, hypothenar
region, and volar wrist), finger (thumb and index), and their interactions. A conservative
significance level of .01 was used. Tukey post-hoc analysis was performed for pairwise
comparisons for significant factors.
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2.3 Results
The fingertip tactile sensation score significantly varied with vibration intensity
(Figure 3, F3,341=79.11, p<.0005 in ANOVA). All other effects of vibration location
(F3,341=1.30, p=.273), finger (F1,341=1.07, p=.301), and interactions were not found to be
significant. Specifically for the effect of vibration intensity, the mean fingertip sensation
improved by 15% with vibration at 60% of the sensory threshold compared to no
vibration (Figure 3A, T341=-4.335, p=.0001 in posthoc). The vibration intensity of 80%
did not result in a significant change in fingertip tactile sensation compared to no
vibration (T341=-0.970, p=.7667 in posthoc). Fingertip tactile sensation degraded by 11%
with 120% vibration intensity compared to no vibration (T341=3.213, p=.0072 in
posthoc). Such an effect of the vibration intensity was observed for all vibration locations
(Figure 3A, C, F9,341=0.16, p=.997 for the interaction between vibration intensity and
vibration location in ANOVA). Also, the effect of the vibration intensity was observed
for both fingertips (Figure 3B, F3,341=0.16, p=.925 for the interaction between vibration
intensity and finger in ANOVA). Individual subjects’ data are also shown in Figure 4. All
subjects showed improved fingertip sensation with vibration at 60% of the sensory
threshold compared to no vibration (0%) for all vibration locations. All subjects showed
worsened fingertip sensation with vibration at 120% of the sensory threshold compared to
no vibration for all vibration locations, except for one subject for dorsum hand proximal
to the second knuckle.
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Figure 3: (A): Fingertip tactile sensation scores without and with white-noise vibration at different intensities. (B):
Fingertip tactile sensation scores without and with white-noise vibration at both fingertips
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Figure 4: Fingertip tactile sensation scores without and with white-noise vibration at different locations

2.4 Discussions
2.4.1 Effect of remote white-noise vibration on fingertip tactile sensation
The main finding of this study is that tactile sensation of the thumb and index
fingertip pads was affected by application of white-noise vibration to upper extremity
skin sites other than fingertips at both imperceptible and perceptible intensities in healthy
adults. Specifically, fingertip tactile sensation improved with remote imperceptible
vibrations at the intensity of 60% of the sensory threshold. Imperceptible vibrations with
15

the intensity at 80% of sensory threshold did not significantly change fingertip tactile
sensation. Perceptible white-noise vibration at 120% of sensory threshold worsened
tactile sensation for both thumb and index fingertip pads. Interestingly, these effects of
remote vibration of varying intensities on fingertip tactile sensation were found for all
four locations to which the white-noise vibration was applied and for two fingertip pads
for which tactile sensation was assessed. The way the thumb and index fingertip tactile
sensation is influenced by white-noise vibration at the wrist, base of the palm, and back
of the hand is postulated below.
2.4.2 Potential mechanism of remote white-noise vibration affecting fingertip tactile
sensation
At the receptor level, it is postulated that not only perceptible but also imperceptible
white-noise vibration activated mechanoreceptors in the skin site to which the remote
vibration was applied. The minimum intensity of tactile stimuli on the palm to activate
sensory neurons (neuronal threshold) was shown to be lower than the minimum intensity
of tactile stimuli on the palm that is perceptible to a person (perceptual threshold) [33].
Thus, it is likely that the imperceptible vibration activated the skin mechanoreceptors and
sensory afferents innervating the wrist, base of the palm, and back of the hand, while not
perceived by the persons [34]. Since the remote vibration had white-noise low pass
filtered at 500 Hz, all four mechanoreceptors could be stimulated, with pacinian
corpuscle likely stimulated the most for its sensitivity to vibration. No definitive evidence
exists as to if this weak vibration could reach tendon or muscle and stimulate spindles,
although tendon vibration is typically performed with substantially suprathreshold
16

vibration intensity with a vibrator pushed into the skin overlaying the tendon unlike the
preparation used here with the vibrator lightly placed on the skin.
Similar effects of all four remote vibration locations on fingertip sensation suggest
that vibration affects fingertip sensing centrally, as opposed to peripherally. Specifically,
the likelihood that the vibration may have traveled along the skin over the 10cm to 20cm
distance to reach and affect the fingertip’s mechanoreceptors is slim, given that vibration
loses approximately 90% of its power as it travels 1cm to 2cm along the skin due to the
skin’s viscoelastic properties [35]. Also, the effect of vibration found in the results of this
study was not related to the distance between the vibration location and the fingertips.
Furthermore, vibration is unlikely to have led to direct mechano-electrical stimulation of
the median nerve (responsible for fingertip sensation), since stimulation of the dorsum
hand or hypothenar area, not overlapping the median nerve, led to the same result. Direct
facilitation of the median nerve through action potential propagation within the nerve is
also unlikely, since only one vibration location (thenar eminence) shared the median
nerve with the fingertips and the other three vibration locations did not involve the
median nerve in their pathways.
Centrally, neuronal activity induced by the remote white-noise vibration at the wrist,
palm, and back of the hand could influence fingertip tactile sensing through the complex
dynamics of the brain. Specifically, application of low-level noise to a neural system has
been shown to increase phase synchronization between brain areas assessed by
techniques such as the EEG [36, 37]. Facilitation in neural synchronization is indicative
of enhanced transient communication networks for perception [37]. As such, when
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application of low-level sensory noise to one body part facilitates neural synchronization
in the brain, another body part’s ability to detect sensory signals can improve: Visual
noise to one eye or auditory noise to one ear led to phase synchronization of EEG signals
among brain areas and enhanced signal detection with the other eye [38, 39, 40] or with
the other ear [37]. In addition, crossmodal effects such as enhanced finger tactile and
visual sensory threshold with auditory noise was also reported, potentially via the same
noise-induced neural synchronization mechanism representative of establishment of
transient networks for improved perception [41]. Likewise, the remote tactile noiseinduced changes in fingertip tactile sensation shown in the present study along with the
previous studies [17, 23] may have been mediated by noise-induced changes in neural
synchronization involving brain networks for sensory perception.
As for the effect of white-noise intensity, remote white-noise vibration affected
fingertip tactile sensation in a manner similar to stochastic resonance: Low-level
imperceptible noise improved tactile signal detection, while perceptible (suprathreshold)
noise degraded tactile signal detection [19, 21]. Optimal noise intensity of 60% of the
sensory threshold, less effective intensity of 80%, and degrading intensity of 120% found
in this study coincide with optimal noise range, less effective noise range, and degrading
noise range, respectively, from previous studies [19, 21], although the present study
delivered the noise and signal to two different skin sites within the upper extremity as
opposed to a single skin site as in the previous studies. The postulated involvement of
neural synchronization is not contradicted by the noise intensity effect: In fact, it was
found that there was an optimal noise intensity that facilitated neural synchronization
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whereas too high a noise intensity disrupted neural synchronization (i.e., stochastic
resonance in neural synchronization) [36]. Thus, white-noise vibration at 60% of the
sensory threshold at the remote locations may have facilitated neural synchronization,
whereas 120% disrupted neural synchronization in the present study. Perceptible
vibration at remote locations could also have reduced available attentional resources for
fingertips.
In summary, it appears that the remote white-noise vibration may have affected
neural synchronization for perceptual sensing thereby changing fingertip tactile sensation,
although direct electrophysiologic evidence is warranted to test this viewpoint. In that
respect, the neurobiological basis of this sensory manipulation method using remote
sensory noise appears to be different from sensory noise applied directly to the fingertip
that affects thresholds at the mechanoreceptor level [19, 27, 22]. In addition, the
neurobiological basis of this sensory manipulation method appears to be different from
the co-activation paradigm in which the two-point discrimination threshold of a fingertip
pad improves after the fingertip pad receives suprathreshold vibration for 20 minutes or 3
hours, potentially via synaptic plasticity induced by co-activation of neighboring
mechanoreceptors within the fingertip pad [42, 43].
2.4.3 Practical implications
This study suggests a new sensory manipulation paradigm for fingertip tactile
sensation using white-noise vibration applied to different skin areas in the distal upper
extremity. Specifically, imperceptible or perceptible white-noise vibration could be used
to improve or degrade fingertip tactile sensory threshold, respectively, depending on
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particular applications. For instance, since finger tactile sensation is essential for
dexterous hand function [1], imperceptible white-noise vibration at the wrist or other
parts of the upper extremity may be used to facilitate hand dexterity for high precision
manual dexterity tasks [22] or to improve hand function for those with finger sensory
deficit and subsequent hand impairment [44]. Such fingertip sensory manipulation is
achievable with a relatively low-cost vibrator generating low-risk small vibration. In
addition, the vibration does not have to be applied directly to the tactile signal source, but
rather to a distant skin site such as the wrist or the back of the hand, which offers an
advantage of placing a vibrator away from the fingers so as not to physically interfere
with finger movement, finger sensing, and function.
Only tactile sensory threshold for vibratory stimuli was examined in this study. While
improved performance on the two-point discrimination and texture discrimination tests
was observed with imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the side of the fingertip
in healthy adults [22], such an effect lacked for the two-point discrimination test in
chronic stroke patients with white-noise vibration applied to other upper extremity sites
[17]. The way remote white-noise vibration affects other aspects of tactile sensation such
as discrimination and resolution in healthy adults needs to be further investigated.
2.5 Conclusions
Remote white-noise vibration affected perceptual detection of fingertip tactile signal
in healthy adults. Specifically, white-noise vibration at the intensity of 60% of sensory
threshold improved fingertip tactile sensation while vibration at 120% of sensory
threshold degraded fingertip tactile sensation. This effect of remote white-noise vibration
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was found for all four remote locations in the hand and wrist to which the vibration was
applied as well as for the two fingertips for which tactile sensation was measured. These
results suggest that remote white-noise vibration exhibits stochastic resonance type
behavior in affecting fingertip tactile sensation.
In the next chapter, we examined the effect of imperceptible white-noise vibration
while sensing a touch stimuli, on the brain cortical activity for sensing.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFECT OF IMPERCEPTIBLE VIBRATORY NOISE APPLIED TO WRIST SKIN ON
FINGERTIP TOUCH EVOKED POTENTIALS
The objective of this study in the dissertation was to investigate if cortical activity for
sensing touch stimuli on the fingertip is affected by imperceptible white-noise vibration
applied to wrist skin. Recent studies have demonstrated that fingertip tactile sensation
changes with white-noise vibration applied to different locations in the upper extremity
such as wrist, forearm, dorsum of the hand, or base of the palm [17, 23, 45, 46].
Continuous, imperceptible, white-noise vibration applied to wrist skin resulted in
decreased tactile sensory threshold of fingertips, indicating improved fingertip touch
sensation [17, 45, 46].
3.1 Introduction
Sensation is important as a prerequisite for dexterous hand function including fine
finger movements, gripping, and object manipulation [3, 2, 4, 1]. Therefore, improved
fingertip touch sensation with vibration has direct implications for a wearable sensory
enhancer wristband to assist human performance in high precision manual dexterity tasks
as well as rehabilitation for those with a sensory deficit and impaired dexterity due to
neurological problems [44].
Previous studies using imperceptible white-noise vibration have applied vibration
directly to the fingertip to improve fingertip sensation [27, 22] or directly to the foot sole
to improve foot sole sensation [27, 21]. However, the advantage of applying vibration to
the wrist as opposed to the fingertips is that it exposes the entire finger/hand skin for
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relevant tactile stimuli during dexterous manual tasks and also does not interfere with
object manipulation using fingers.
The neurobiological bases for this remote vibration enhanced sensory feedback are
yet poorly understood. It is thought that this effect is mediated by the central nervous
system, since imperceptible vibration applied to the wrist is unlikely to have reached the
fingertip and increased the sensitivity of mechanoreceptors in the fingertip pad skin:
Vibration loses more than 90% of its power as it travels 1cm-2cm on the skin and
approximately 99% of the power with a 6 cm travel due to the skin’s viscoelastic
properties [35]. While suprathreshold vibration may travel between the fingertip and
wrist and activate remote mechanoreceptors [47, 48], the likelihood of activating remote
mechanoreceptors becomes slim with subthreshold vibration, especially when the
vibrating probe is surrounded by a ring, thus blocking the spread of vibration [49] in the
previous studies [17, 23, 45]. In addition, manipulating the distance between fingertip and
vibration location (e.g., fingertip-palm vs. fingertip-forearm) did not influence the results
[17, 23, 45]. Furthermore, increasing the vibration intensity to a suprathreshold level at
remote locations only degraded fingertip tactile sensation [45], indicating that
transmission of vibration from the wrist to fingertip could not have improved fingertip
tactile sensation. Also, vibration is unlikely to directly lead to stimulation of the median
nerve (responsible for fingertip sensation), since stimulation of skin areas innervated by
the radial or ulnar nerve, not overlapping the median nerve, can lead to the same results
[17, 23, 45].
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In this study, we aimed to evaluate whether vibration enhanced tactile perception is
mediated by cortical-level processing. We examined if imperceptible white-noise wrist
vibration affects somatosensory evoked potential for fingertip touch. Specifically, we
hypothesized that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the somatosensory evoked potential in
response to suprathreshold fingertip touch would increase when imperceptible whitenoise vibration is applied to the wrist.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Participants
We studied 20 self-reported right-handed healthy adults (ten males) with no
neurological or psychiatric history, and no history of upper limb trauma. The mean age of
the participants was 25 ± 5 years. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (Study: 13.367-UWM). Participants read and signed a written informed consent
form before participating in the experiment.
3.2.2 Procedure
The EEG somatosensory evoked potential in response to monofilament touch of the
index fingertip was compared with vs. without imperceptible white-noise vibration
applied to the volar wrist.
3.2.2.1 Imperceptible wrist vibration
Imperceptible vibration was applied to the volar aspect of the left wrist using a
vibrator, C-3 Tactor (Engineering Acoustics, Inc., Casselberry, FL, USA). The vibrator
was driven by white-noise signal low-pass filtered at 500Hz, as previously described
[17]. The vibration intensity was adjusted to 60% of individual subjects’ sensory
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threshold at the wrist location determined at the beginning of the experiment. The sensory
threshold is the minimum vibration intensity that a person can perceive and was
determined using the method of ascending and descending limits [31]. All subjects
reported that they could not feel the wrist vibration during the course of the EEG
experiment.
3.2.2.2 Fingertip touch stimulation
The left index fingertip pad received touch stimulation by a monofilament delivered
by a stepper motor triggered by a computer. The distance between the tip of the
monofilament and the fingertip skin was adjusted so that the monofilament touches and
bends slightly against the fingertip skin, in a similar manner compared with the clinical
sensory assessment using the Semmes-Weinstein monofilament test [50]. The
monofilament used here was similar to the 3.61 Semmes-Weinstein monofilament, which
represents a light touch with 0.2g-force that healthy adults should be able to perceive
[51]. The reason that this study did not test a stimulus that becomes perceivable only with
vibration is that somatosensory evoked potentials for perceived vs. unperceived stimuli
are known to be different [52, 34] and the difference in the evoked potential would be
attributable not only to vibration but also to perception (confounding). Thus, this study
examined changes in the somatosensory evoked potential of a perceivable stimulus with
vibration. The rationale is that vibration affects not only the tactile threshold but also
manual dexterity [44] suggesting changes in processing of perceived stimuli with
vibration.
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3.2.2.3 EEG acquisition
EEG signals were continuously recorded at 1kHz using a 64 channel active electrode
system (actiCAP, Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany) and a Synamps2 amplifier
system (Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC). The electrode position followed the international 1020 system with an average reference and a ground at AFz. The EEG cap was placed on
the subject’s head so that the Cz electrode was at the vertex. Each electrode site was
hydrated using SuperVisc gel (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). All
electrodes’ impedance was below 20kΩ. EEG signals were amplified, bandwidth filtered
at 0.10Hz to 200Hz, and recorded at 1kHz using the Neuroscan software, SCAN 4.5.
A total of 200 fingertip touch stimulations were presented with a random
interstimulus interval of 4s-5s through two continuous recordings of 9 minutes each.
Each recording of 100 trials was composed of 4 blocks of 25 trials each. The
imperceptible wrist vibration was on for two blocks, and off for the other two blocks. For
vibration-on blocks, vibration was turned on 4s-5s prior to the first touch stimulation and
continued on throughout the block. Similarly, for vibration-off blocks, vibration was
turned off 4s-5s prior to the first touch stimulation and continued off throughout the
block. The order of vibration blocks was randomized. Thus, each subject received 100
fingertip touch stimulations while wrist vibration was on and 100 fingertip touch
stimulations while the wrist vibration was off. All subjects were able to perceive the
monofilament touch of the fingertip. However, since the vibration was imperceptible,
subjects did not know for which trials the wrist vibration was on.
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During EEG recording, subjects gazed at a fixation spot, wore ear plugs and a
headphone to block sounds, and stayed relaxed (Figure 5). The motor moving the
monofilament was contained in a foam structure to block the transmission of sound from
the motor to the subject. All subjects reported that they could not hear the sound from the
motor moving the monofilament. Subjects were seated with the left arm resting and left
index fingernail fixed to stabilize the fingertip pad for the monofilament touch. The
motor driving the monofilament and the finger receiving the touch were located behind a
screen so that subjects could not see the monofilament’s movement relative to the
fingertip.

Figure 5: Experimental setup.

3.2.3 EEG analysis
The EEG data were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and
EEGLAB toolbox [53]. The data were band-pass filtered at 0.5Hz to 50Hz to remove
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drifts and line noise. Independent component analysis was performed on the data to
remove sources of artifacts using the ADJUST algorithm [54]. Then, data were divided
into epochs ranging from -100ms to 600ms relative to the stimulus onset (monofilament’s
touch of the fingertip). The time period before the fingertip touch (-100ms to 0ms) served
as the baseline brain activity. To remove additional artefacts, a moving window peak to
peak threshold method in ERPLAB [55] was used with a 200ms moving window, a
100ms window step, and a 100µV threshold, which resulted in rejection of an average
11% of trials (SD = 13%). The average somatosensory evoked potential was obtained by
averaging remaining epochs for each subject for each condition.
The C4 electrode over the right primary sensorimotor area contralateral to the
stimulation site [56, 57] was of primary interest. Thus, while evoked potentials for all
electrodes were visually examined, primary statistical analysis was performed for C4
electrode to compare mean peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potential amplitudes
between the vibration-on and vibration-off conditions in the subject group using a paired ttest. We tested the hypothesis that the evoked potentials for the vibration-on condition
would be greater than the evoked potentials for vibration-off. Significance level of 0.05
was used. After obtaining a significant result for the mean peak-to-peak evoked potential
amplitudes, the increase in the positive peak and decrease in the negative peaks with
vibration in the subject group were examined using paired t-tests with Bonferroni
correction applied (with the significance level of 0.025).
As secondary analysis, the spread of the effect was examined for the C2, C4, C6, FC2,
FC4, and FC6 electrodes representing the contralateral sensorimotor and premotor areas.
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Involvement of these areas in the later phase of the evoked potential was shown in previous
sensory perception literature [58, 52] as well as from visual inspection of our results
(Figure 6). Repeated measures ANOVA was performed to determine if the factors of
electrode, vibration (on/off), and their interaction affected the positive peak of the evoked
potential.
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Figure 6: All electrodes’ average potentials after touch on the index fingertip pad (time = 0 ms) while imperceptible white-noise vibration was applied to the volar wrist (red) as
compared to vibration turned off (blue). Mean potentials averaged for all subjects with 95% confidence intervals are shown.

In addition, source reconstruction was performed to evaluate the anatomical location
of the evoked potential generators. Cortical current sources were modeled using
Brainstorm [59] on a standard 3-D brain model (Colin27: MNI brain with a 1 mm
resolution) for the somatosensory evoked potential epoch period (-100ms to 600ms) for
each subject and condition. Source reconstruction was performed on the evoked EEG
data encompassing all channels (with the same filter settings 0.10Hz to 200Hz) with 1ms
time bin. Forward modeling was conducted using OpenMEEG, which uses the symmetric
boundary element method [60], and inverse modeling of the sources was constructed
using a whitened and depth-weighted linear L2-minimum norm estimates (wMNE)
algorithm [59]. Then, the average sources in the 10ms time bin around the negative and
positive peaks (5ms before and after the peak) of the somatosensory evoked potential of
the C4 electrode were obtained for each subject and condition. They were exported to
SPM8, smoothed by 10mm, and averaged across subjects for each condition to visually
compare between the two vibration conditions.
3.3 Results
Potentials after index fingertip touch with vs. without wrist vibration are shown for all
electrodes in Figure 6. Specifically, evoked potentials for the C4 electrode averaged for
all subjects are shown for the vibration on and off conditions (Figure 7). Peak-to-peak
amplitudes of the somatosensory evoked potential after touch of the index fingertip pad
averaged for all subjects are compared between the two vibration conditions in Figure
8A. The peak-to-peak evoked potential was significantly greater while the imperceptible
white-noise vibration was applied to the volar wrist compared to while the vibration was
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turned off (p=0.003, Figure 8A). The initial negative peak was not significantly larger
with the vibration than without (p=0.180), whereas the late positive peak was
significantly larger with the vibration than without (p=0.024, Figure 8B). The negative
peak occurred at 85ms + 10ms (95% confidence interval) and 93ms + 16ms for the
vibration on and off conditions, respectively (p=0.113), and the positive peak occurred at
277ms + 31ms and 274ms + 31ms for the vibration on and off conditions, respectively
(p=0.376). The secondary analysis showed that the vibration significantly affected the
positive peak of the evoked potential for all 6 electrodes encompassing the sensorimotor
and premotor areas (Figure 9, p=0.004 for the vibration effect, p=0.999 for the vibration
and electrode interaction).
Index fingertip touch
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Figure 7: Somatosensory evoked potential after touch on the index fingertip pad while imperceptible white-noise
vibration was applied to the volar wrist (red segmented line) as compared to vibration turned off (blue solid line). Mean
potentials with an upper or lower bound 95% confidence interval at C4 electrode averaged for all subjects are shown.
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Figure 8: Mean peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potential at C4 electrode after touch on the index fingertip pad
while imperceptible white-noise vibration was applied to the volar wrist as compared to vibration turned off. (A): Mean
of 20 subjects’ mean peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potentials are shown with 95% confidence intervals. (B) The
mean positive and negative peaks for 20 subjects were compared separately.
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Figure 9: Peak somatosensory evoked potentials at C2, C4, C6, FC2, FC4, and FC6 electrodes after touch on the index
fingertip pad while imperceptible white-noise vibration was applied to the volar wrist as compared to vibration turned
off. Mean of 20 subjects’ mean positive peak of the somatosensory evoked potentials are shown with 95% confidence
intervals.
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Source localization indicates activity on the sensorimotor area after fingertip touch
(Figure 10). Specifically, changes in brain activity at the early negative peak and late
positive peak of the C4 electrode somatosensory evoked potential after touch of the
fingertip pad compared to the baseline (average across 100ms to 0ms before touch),
averaged for all subjects, are shown for the vibration off and on conditions. A greater
sensorimotor neural recruitment is observed in the vibration-on condition, especially
during the late positive evoked potentials (Figure 10 right).

Figure 10: Source localization for the vibration-on condition (top) and vibration-off condition (bottom, control).
Subject-averaged brain activity for the early negative peak (left) and the late positive peak (right) compared to the
baseline (100 - 0 ms before touch) is shown for both vibration conditions.
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3.4 Discussion
The result of this study provides evidence that imperceptible white-noise vibration
applied to the volar aspect of the wrist affects cortical processing of fingertip tactile
stimuli. Specifically, peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potentials at the somatosensory
cortex increased with wrist vibration. This increased peak-to-peak amplitude was due to
increase in the positive peak in the later phase (after 200ms), not the negative peak in the
earlier phase (~100ms) of the cortical sensory processing. This increased later phase
positive peak was spread across the somatosensory, motor, and premotor cortex. Change
in conscious attention could not have been involved because subjects did not feel the
vibration throughout the EEG recordings and the order of vibration-off and vibration-on
blocks were randomized.
This observation supports the modulation of cortical-level somatosensory processing
during manipulation of vibratory feedback, providing the neurobiological basis for its use
in rehabilitation. These findings challenge the typical assumption that imperceptible
vibration at wrist, for instance from resting the hand on a table, has no influence on finger
sensation. They also support the previous findings of remote vibration-induced changes
in fingertip tactile perceptual sensory threshold [17, 46] and associated motor behavior
[23, 44], supporting further investigation for use of wrist vibration to affect finger
sensation for various applications.
The significant increase in the later component but not in the earlier component of the
somatosensory evoked potential (Figure 8B) indicates that vibration affects conscious
experience of the stimuli. The early component of the somatosensory evoked potential
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originates from the arrival of the thalamo-cortical volley [61, 34] and is representative of
stimulation strength which in this study was constant between the vibration on and off
conditions. While perithreshold stimuli can evoke varying amplitudes of the early
component potentially due to variability in neuronal firing and the amplitudes are
associated with awareness [52], the present study used a suprathreshold stimulus that may
be less affected by variability in neuronal firing. Similarities in the negative evoked
potential at this time point suggest that the evoked signal reaching cortical levels is
similar with or without vibration. On the other hand, the later components correlate with
conscious experience and recurrent processing within the network of somatosensory and
premotor cortices [58, 52]. The wrist vibration appears to have affected this conscious
experience and recurrent processing of the finger tactile stimulus. With vibration,
increased responses in the contralateral C and FC electrodes associated with the late
component of the evoked potential support the idea that vibration has an effect on
premotor areas of the cortex.
It is possible that the cortical modulation observed here is the result of the
establishment of transient networks for recurrent processing and improved perception.
Sensory noise has been shown to increase phase synchronization within and between
EEG cortical sources [40, 41, 37], suggestive of establishment of networks [36, 37] for
somatosensory processing. Such phase synchronization among brain areas is associated
with improved sensory perception: Visual or auditory noise in one eye or one ear
improves detection with the other eye or the other ear [40, 41, 37]. Even enhanced finger
tactile sensory threshold was reported with auditory noise [41]. Thus, the wrist vibration
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could have affected phase synchronization related to somatosensory processing of the
finger stimuli.
In contrast to this body of literature describing the effect of background sensory noise
on detection of other sensory signal, brief imperceptible sensory stimulation alone
(without other sensory signal to detect) has been shown to transiently reduce BOLD
signals suggesting focal deactivation or inhibition [62], reduce functional connectivity
between the primary somatosensory area (SI) and frontoparietal areas and increase EEG
alpha frequency power for the somatosensory area [34] indicative of “cortical idling”
[63], resulting in impediment in sensory processing for the finger area receiving the
imperceptible electrical stimulation [62]. The finding of the present study may not be in
direct contradiction with these previous studies, as the imperceptible vibratory
stimulation of the wrist could have induced a focal deactivation of the wrist area in the
somatosensory cortex and spared neural resources for better sensing of other hand areas
such as fingers, as in temporary deafferentation [64, 65, 66]. In previous deafferentation
studies, numbing of forearm skin resulted in improved fingertip sensation assessed by the
Grating orienting task and improved hand dexterity assessed by the Shape-sorter-drum
task [65, 66] as well as increased evoked magnetic field for fingertip tactile stimulation
and expansion of cortical representations for the fingers [66].
Taken together, our findings complement previous observations by corroborating that
changes in sensory processing due to interfering stimuli occur as a result of modulation of
cortical level networks. The recruitment of neural resources may depend on the
underlying neural circuitry and anatomical distributions of cortical representations.
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Disturbance affecting adjacent but overlapping cortical areas may lead to destructive
interference. For example, across areas related to the index and middle fingers with a
cortical overlap [67], impaired sensing for the index finger, either by constant frequency
tactile stimulation [68] or imperceptible electrical stimulation [69], resulted in impaired
sensing for the middle finger [68] and decreased BOLD signal in response to middle
fingertip touch [69]. Conversely, when cortical areas are adjacent but separated such as
between wrist and fingertip, it is possible that one area’s deactivation leads to adjacent
areas’ increased activity [64]. However, it is also postulated that when the cortical areas
are far away from each other (e.g., fingertip and upper arm or leg), the effect would not
sustain.
3.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the findings from this study indicate that enhanced sensory response
motivated by vibratory sensory noise is related to cortical modulation, possibly as a result
of the establishment of transient networks for improved perception. This mechanism
could be explored for further use in neural rehabilitation. For instance, patients with
impaired sensorimotor function who still have the two somatotopic areas adjacent to each
other with residual tracts may use this sensory vibration to enhance their sensory
experience and subsequent motor control. This study examined rather immediate effects
of vibration, not the effects of long-term exposure to vibration. With long-term exposure
of hours and days as in rehabilitation settings, dynamic changes may occur with
sensitization or adaptation, which needs to be addressed before use of vibration in a longterm rehabilitation setting.
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In the next chapter, we investigated if the cortical modulation of beta (β) band power
was affected by imperceptible white-noise vibration while performing precision pinch.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECT OF IMPERCEPTIBLE VIBRATORY NOISE APPLIED TO WRIST SKIN ON
CORTICAL CONTROL FOR PRECISION PINCH
The objective of this study in the dissertation was to investigate if the modulation of
movement-based beta (β) band power during precision pinch is affected by imperceptible
white-noise vibration applied to wrist skin. Recent studies have demonstrated
improvement in hand tactile sensation with application of white-noise vibration away
from the hand (e.g., wrist, forearm, dorsum of the hand, or base of the palm) [17, 23, 45,
46]. Continuous white-noise vibration application on the wrist skin resulted in faster
reaction to hand perturbation and earlier stabilization of hand grip in healthy adults, and
increased pinch grip strength in neurologically impaired patients [23, 44].
4.1 Introduction
Improvement in motor function was expected to result from improved sensation with
subthreshold remote stimulation, because tactile sensation plays a key role in dexterous
hand function [3, 2, 4, 1]. Tactile sensation through mechanoreceptors [3] and
proprioception [70] is required in order to maintain a certain grip force without visual
feedback [71]. Improving hand dexterity has implications in enhancing human
performance in high dexterity tasks, helping aged people regain their hand functions, and
serve as a rehabilitation tool for patients affected with neurological disorder.
The neurobiological bases for enhanced hand dexterity with improved hand tactile
sensation via white-noise vibration is yet poorly understood. It has been demonstrated
that the vibration enhanced tactile perception is mediated by cortical-level processing
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[72], as opposed to the vibration applied to the wrist travelling to the fingertips, since
vibration loses more than 90% of its power travelling 1cm-2cm on the skin [35]. The
peak-to-peak somatosensory evoked potential increased with vibration and was spread
across the somatosensory, motor, and premotor cortex [72]. The primary motor cortex
(M1), responsible for voluntary hand movements, exhibited multiple, overlapping sites
during individuated finger and wrist, suggesting interneuronal connections among various
parts of the hand [73, 63], via which the vibration signal may reach high-order fingertip
sensory afferents once it enters the central nervous system and affect both sensation and
motor functions.
β waves are neural oscillations due to brain activity in the frequency range 12-28 Hz
[74]. The β-band power modulation have been shown to be in relation to voluntary
movements [75]. An increase in β-band power is referred to as an event-related
synchronization (ERS) and a decrease is referred to as an event-related desynchronization
(ERD) [76]. A voluntary movement, is typically preceded by ERD, with power reaching
a minimum during movement execution, followed by ERS after movement termination
known as “beta rebound” [77, 63]. The β-band ERS/ERD are found mainly around the
sensorimotor cortex, with a contralateral predominance [77, 78].
In this study, we aimed to evaluate whether vibration-enhanced motor function is
mediated by β-band power modulation in the sensorimotor cortex. We evaluated the
difference between β-band ERS and ERD. Specifically, we hypothesized that the peak-topeak amplitude of the β-band event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) during precision
pinch would increase when imperceptible white-noise vibration is applied to the wrist.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Participants
Twenty healthy right-handed adults (eight females and twelve males) with a mean age
of 25 ± 5 ranging from 19 to 40 years participated in the study. All subjects verbally
disclosed that they had no history of upper limb injury or musculoskeletal or neurologic
disorders. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (Study: 13.367UWM). Subjects read and signed a written informed consent form before participating in
the experiment.
4.2.2 Procedure
The EEG β-band modulation at the sensorimotor cortex during precision pinch grip
was compared with vs. without imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the volar
wrist.
4.2.2.1 Imperceptible wrist vibration
Imperceptible vibration application was performed using the method described in the
previous chapter [72]. The vibration was applied by attaching a C-3 Tactor (Engineering
Acoustics, Inc. Casselberry, FL) on the left hand at the volar wrist. The C-3 Tactor
generated white-noise vibration low pass filtered at 500Hz. The vibration was applied at
an intensity of 60% of individual subjects’ sensory threshold at the volar wrist. The
sensory threshold, which is the minimum vibration intensity a person can perceive was
determined at the beginning of the experiment using the ascending and descending limits
[31].
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4.2.2.2 Precision pinch
Subjects performed precision pinch using the left hand thumb and index fingers on
two load cells (Mini40, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC). The load cells were
placed on a support facing each other as each load cell recorded pinch force from the
thumb and index fingers separately when the fingers were placed on either sides of the
two load cells. Subjects aimed at a pinch grip of 4N to prevent cutaneous receptors from
being overloaded and becoming less relevant for grip control at high pinch force levels
[79]. Two different types of pinches, namely a 2-sec sustained pinch and ballistic pinch
were performed during the experiment both with and without imperceptible vibration
applied at the wrist.
4.2.2.3 EEG acquisition
EEG signals were continuously recorded at 1kHz using a 64 channel active electrode
system (actiCAP, Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany) and a Synamps2 amplifier
system (Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC). The electrode position followed the international 1020 system with an average reference and a ground at AFz. The EEG cap was placed on
the subject’s head so that the Cz electrode was at the vertex. Each electrode site was
hydrated using SuperVisc gel (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). All
electrodes’ impedance was below 20kΩ. EEG signals were amplified, bandwidth filtered
at 0.10Hz to 200Hz, and recorded at 1kHz using the Neuroscan software, SCAN 4.5.
A total of 250 pinches were performed, 125 pinches with remote sensory stimulation
and 125 pinches without remote stimulation. Only 200 pinches without visual feedback
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were used for analysis (see below). The pinches were performed by the subjects on
seeing a cue displayed on a computer screen. During the experiment, subjects were seated
with their left hand resting and left index and thumb fingers away from the load cells
during rest, while a cue to rest was displayed on the screen as “REST”. Subjects were
instructed to start pinching using their left index and thumb fingers at 4N once the cue
changed to “PINCH”. During sustained pinch, subjects were instructed to maintain their
pinch for the two seconds the pinch cue was displayed before relaxing and waiting for the
next cue, whereas during ballistic pinch, subjects were instructed to try and pinch at 4N
in a sudden and quick manner on seeing the cue to pinch and relax immediately. Subjects
were instructed to perform the pinches in a swift motion without constant adjustments.
The pinch cue was displayed for 2 seconds during sustained pinch and for 0.5 seconds
during ballistic pinch. The time interval between the start of consecutive pinch cues were
7s-8s and 5s-6s for the sustained and ballistic pinch grips, respectively. Five runs of the
experiment was performed for each pinch type. Each run with 50 pinch trials were
composed of 2 blocks of 25 trials each with the imperceptible vibration on for one block
and off for the other. At the beginning of each block the first 5 trials were presented with
a visual feedback for subjects to practice pinching at 4N and for data analysis, the
subjects aimed to perform pinch grips at 4N without visual feedback for the remaining 20
trials in each block. Subjects did not know which trials the vibration was on since the
vibration was imperceptible.
During EEG recording, the subjects gazed at the screen and stayed relaxed with their
left arm resting over the table (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Experimental setup

4.2.3 Pinch force analysis
A force trace while the subjects pinched was constructed using the data from the two
load cells which the subjects pinched. Only 98 files of force data out of 200 files for both
pinches combined were available to us, with the rest lost due to a hard-disk crash. Using
the available files, a force trace over time was constructed for each trial both sustained
and ballistic pinches. The trials where subjects didn’t perform a pinch, performed a pinch
before the pinch cue, and ended a pinch before the pinch cue turned to rest were all
removed. For sustained pinch, 0.6% of trials from the total number of trials (200 for each
subject) were removed and 0.5% of trials were removed for ballistic pinch.
To examine whether pinch grip improved with noise, a t-test was performed
separately for both pinch types. For sustained pinch, the mean force trace over a time
period of 1000ms to 2000ms (pinch cue was presented at 0ms) was taken and compared
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between with vs without remote sensory stimulation. The 1 second window was chosen
to eliminate force initiation and termination and choose the time all subjects were
performing a sustained pinch. For ballistic pinch, the peak force was compared. To
examine if amount of force applied differed with pinch type and sensory condition, a
repeated measures ANOVA was performed to examine the peak force during sustained
pinch and ballistic pinch with and without remote sensory stimulation.

4.2.4 EEG analysis
The EEG data were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and
EEGLAB toolbox [53]. The data were band-pass filtered at 0.5Hz to 50Hz to remove
drifts and line noise. Independent component analysis was performed on the data to
remove sources of artifacts using the ADJUST algorithm [54]. Then, data were divided
into epochs ranging from -1000ms to 7000ms and -1000ms to 5000ms relative to the
stimulus onset (when pinch cue was displayed) for sustained and ballistic pinch
respectively, which is the minimum time length between consecutive pinch cues for the
respective pinch types. The time period before the pinch cue (-1000ms to 0ms) served as
the baseline brain activity and the epochs were baseline corrected. Artifacts were
identified by visual inspection and rejected. Trials removed from force trace analysis
were also removed from EEG data. For sustained pinch 21.2% of the total number of
trials (200 for each subject) were rejected, and 27.4% of trials were rejected for ballistic
pinch.
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The primary interest was the C4 electrode located over the right primary sensorimotor
area, contralateral to the left hand volar aspect where the white-noise vibration was
applied [56, 57]. The C4 electrode was used for primary statistical analysis in both pinch
conditions using a paired t-test to examine β-band amplitude change between ERD and
ERS for each vibration condition. We tested the hypothesis that the β-band peak-to-peak
amplitude would be greater for vibration-on condition compared to vibration-off
condition at a significance level of 0.05.
Time-frequency analysis was performed for the C4 electrode using EEGLAB
pop_newtimef function to find event-related perturbations (ERSP). ERSP is the average
dynamic changes in amplitude of the EEG frequency spectrum as a function of time
relative to the pinch cue. The epoch time length for each pinch condition was linearly
spaced to 200 time points before and after the pinch cue combined. Frequency
components for linearly spaced frequencies between 10Hz and 30Hz was obtained for
these time points. ERSP was computed by calculating the baseline spectra from the time
period preceding the pinch cue (-1000ms to 0ms). The epochs were divided into
overlapping data windows, for which a moving average of the amplitude spectra were
created. The spectral transforms of individual epochs were normalized by dividing by
their respective mean baseline spectra. Finally, the normalized response transforms were
averaged over all the trials to produce an average ERSP. The ERSP was calculated with
respect to the pinch cue instructing the subject to pinch (-1000ms to 0ms, pinch cue being
presented at 0ms) by a bootstrap algorithm [80], with the level of significance of α =
0.05. The bootstrap algorithm was used to assess the significance of deviations from
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baseline power. The significance levels were used to mask out the non-significant values
in the ERSP plot. This was shown by the green areas (Figure 12: (A): Time-frequency
plot for C4 electrode averaged over 20 subjects for both vibration-off and vibration-on
conditions during sustained pinch. (B): Time-frequency plot for ballistic pinch. The timefrequency plot displays ERSP, the average dynamic changes in amplitude of the EEG
frequency spectrum as a function of time relative to the pinch cue.). The bootstrap
algorithm constructed a surrogate data distribution by randomly selecting latency
windows in the specified epoch baseline, and then averaging these and selecting spectral
estimates for each trial from the latency windows. The process was applied 200 times by
default to produce a surrogate baseline amplitude distribution. The specified percentiles
from the baseline were taken as significance thresholds. The pinch cue was used to align
the epochs in both pinch conditions. β-band (12-28Hz) peak-to-peak amplitude was
calculated from the ERSP. For instances where there are two negative peaks occurring at
both pinch movement onset and offset, the largest peak was taken for calculation.
Having found significant results at the C4 electrode primary sensorimotor area site for
just sustained pinch, the spread of β-band peak positive amplitude during ERS was
examined. To determine the spread of the vibration effect, a repeated measures ANOVA
was performed for the positive peaks at F4, FC1, FC2, C4, AF8, F2, F6, FC4, C6, CP4,
and FCz electrodes representing the contralateral prefrontal areas (AF and F electrodes)
[81], contralateral sensorimotor and primary motor areas (C and CP4 electrodes) [82],
and premotor areas and the supplementary motor area (FC electrodes) (SMA) [83], to
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determine if the factors of electrode, vibration condition, and their interactions affected
the β-band positive peak while subjects performed sustained pinch.
A repeated measures ANOVA was also performed to evaluate beta bands’ peak ERD
and ERS values (ERSP(dB)) between the two pinch types only for the without vibration
condition. This was done to examine whether ERD dip and/or ERS rebound was
significantly different between the two pinch types.
4.3 Results
Peak-to-peak β-band amplitudes for both pinch conditions averaged for all subjects
are compared between the vibration conditions in Figure 14: Peak-to-peak β-band
amplitude after pinch cue was displayed while imperceptible white-noise vibration was
off compared to vibration turned on (A): Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4
electrode for all subjects are shown with 95% confidence intervals for sustained pinch.
(B) Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for ballistic pinch.A and Figure
14: Peak-to-peak β-band amplitude after pinch cue was displayed while imperceptible
white-noise vibration was off compared to vibration turned on (A): Mean peak-to-peak βband amplitude at C4 electrode for all subjects are shown with 95% confidence intervals
for sustained pinch. (B) Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for ballistic
pinch.B. The peak-to-peak β-band amplitude for sustained pinch was significantly larger
for vibration-on condition compared to vibration-off (p=0.011, Figure 14: Peak-to-peak
β-band amplitude after pinch cue was displayed while imperceptible white-noise
vibration was off compared to vibration turned on (A): Mean peak-to-peak β-band
amplitude at C4 electrode for all subjects are shown with 95% confidence intervals for
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sustained pinch. (B) Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for ballistic
pinch.A), whereas β-band amplitude for ballistic pinch had no significant difference
(p=0.470, Figure 14: Peak-to-peak β-band amplitude after pinch cue was displayed while
imperceptible white-noise vibration was off compared to vibration turned on (A): Mean
peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for all subjects are shown with 95%
confidence intervals for sustained pinch. (B) Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4
electrode for ballistic pinch.B). β-band negative peak for sustained pinch was not
significantly different between the two vibration conditions (p=0.236), whereas the βband positive peak for sustained pinch was significantly larger with vibration on
compared to vibration off (p=0.012, Figure 15: Mean β-band amplitude positive and
negative peaks at C4 electrode for all subjects with 95% confidence intervals were
compared for sustained pinch). The mean and standard deviation times for positive and
negative peaks with and without vibration for both pinches are shown in Table 1. The βband peak-to-peak amplitude for sustained pinch with vs. without vibration for all
electrodes are shown in Figure 16: All electrodes’ peak-to-peak β-band amplitude (dB)
while imperceptible white-noise vibration was turned off (blue) as compared to when
vibration was turned on (red). Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude for all subjects are
shown with 95% confidence intervals for sustained pinch.. β-band positive peak for
sustained pinch was significantly affected by vibration for all 11 electrodes (Figure 17:
Positive peak β-band amplitude at F4, FC1, FC2, C4, AF8, F2, F6, FC4, C6, CP4, and
FCz electrodes while imperceptible white-noise vibration was off compared to vibration
turned on. Mean of all 20 subjects’ mean positive peak of β-band amplitude are shown
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with 95% confidence intervals., p=0.000 for the vibration effect, p=0.996 for electrode
and vibration interaction). ERD and ERS did not show any statistical difference between
the two pinch types for without remote stimulation condition (p=0.208).
The force trace analysis did not yield a significantly different mean force between
with and without remote sensory stimulation during sustained pinch (p=0.071) (Figure
18: (A) Mean of the average force for a 1 sec window during sustained pinch with
standard deviation compared with vibration turned off and on (B) Mean peak force with
standard deviation for ballistic pinch compared with vibration turned off and onA). The
ballistic pinch peak force did not show any significant difference between with and
without remote sensory stimulation (p=0.874) (Figure 18: (A) Mean of the average force
for a 1 sec window during sustained pinch with standard deviation compared with
vibration turned off and on (B) Mean peak force with standard deviation for ballistic
pinch compared with vibration turned off and onB). The peak force during sustained and
ballistic pinch did not vary significantly from each other for both with and without
sensory stimulation (p=0.349).
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Figure 12: (A): Time-frequency plot for C4 electrode averaged over 20 subjects for both vibration-off and vibration-on
conditions during sustained pinch. (B): Time-frequency plot for ballistic pinch. The time-frequency plot displays
ERSP, the average dynamic changes in amplitude of the EEG frequency spectrum as a function of time relative to the
pinch cue.
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Figure 13: Mean ERSP for β-band (12-28 Hz) at C4 electrode averaged for all subjects and mean force over time, with
an upper or lower bound 95% confidence interval are shown while imperceptible white-noise vibration was applied to
the volar wrist (red segmented line) as compared to vibration turned off (blue solid line). (A): Time-ERSP plot force
trace over time during sustained pinch. (B): Time-ERSP plot and force trace for ballistic pinch. Both plots are shown as
a function of time relative to the pinch cue at 0 ms.

Without
vibration
With vibration

Positive peak
Negative peak
Positive peak
Negative peak

Sustained pinch (mean +
sd)
4322ms + 1232ms
1094ms + 954ms
4653ms + 925ms
1289ms + 929ms

Ballistic pinch (mean
+ sd)
2259ms + 1121ms
465ms + 164ms
2962ms + 1220ms
541ms + 162ms

Table 1: Mean + sd times for the positive and negative peaks during sustained and ballistic pinch for both with and
without vibration conditions.
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Figure 14: Peak-to-peak β-band amplitude after pinch cue was displayed while imperceptible white-noise vibration was
off compared to vibration turned on (A): Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for all subjects are
shown with 95% confidence intervals for sustained pinch. (B) Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude at C4 electrode for
ballistic pinch.
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0
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Figure 15: Mean β-band amplitude positive and negative peaks at C4 electrode for all subjects with 95% confidence
intervals were compared for sustained pinch
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Figure 16: All electrodes’ peak-to-peak β-band amplitude (dB) while imperceptible white-noise vibration was turned
off (blue) as compared to when vibration was turned on (red). Mean peak-to-peak β-band amplitude for all subjects are
shown with 95% confidence intervals for sustained pinch.
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Figure 17: Positive peak β-band amplitude at F4, FC1, FC2, C4, AF8, F2, F6, FC4, C6, CP4, and FCz electrodes while
imperceptible white-noise vibration was off compared to vibration turned on. Mean of all 20 subjects’ mean positive
peak of β-band amplitude are shown with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 18: (A) Mean of the average force for a 1 sec window during sustained pinch with standard deviation compared
with vibration turned off and on (B) Mean peak force with standard deviation for ballistic pinch compared with
vibration turned off and on
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4.4 Discussions
The result provides evidence that imperceptible white-noise vibration applied to the
volar aspect of the wrist affects movement-related β-band power modulation.
Specifically, the peak-to-peak β-band amplitude increased with white-noise vibration.
The increased peak-to-peak β-band amplitude was due to increase in the positive peak
event-related synchronization activity, not the negative event-related desynchronization
activity. This increased positive peak was spread across the prefrontal, sensorimotor,
primary motor, premotor areas, and the supplementary motor area (SMA). This effect
was not due to change in conscious attention since during the EEG recordings, the
subjects did not feel the vibration and the vibration-off and vibration-on blocks were
randomized.
The observation supports the hypothesis that β-band power modulation is affected by
white-noise vibration. Thus, providing the neurological basis for the use of this technique
in rehabilitation. These findings support previous behavioral changes induced by remote
white-noise vibration on finger tactile sensation [17, 46, 45], motor function [23, 44], and
neurological evidence of vibration induced changes in cortical processing of touch
stimulation [72]. These findings support further investigation for use of vibration applied
to the wrist to affect motor function for various applications.
β-band ERS positive peak showed a significant increase with remote sensory
stimulation compared to without stimulation during sustained pinch. β-band ERD did not
show any significant difference between vibration-on and vibration-off conditions during
both pinches. Desynchronization of β-band signals occurs in motor-related brain regions
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during preparation and execution of voluntary movements [75]. β-band ERD have been
shown to be not affected by parameters of a motor task such as movement direction [86],
movement time [87, 88], speed of movement [89, 88], and force [90, 88], suggesting that
ERD is not affected by sensory afferents. Thus, β-band ERD is an undifferentiated
reflection of neuronal activity [89] and is also observed in the present study in the mean
β-band ERD for sustained pinch in Figure 13A where there are two instances of ERD
peaks, both at movement onset and offset. Comparing the ERD with the force trace below
shows that β-band ERD peaks happened both during pinch movement planning and
execution but not during sustained muscular contraction. This further supports the idea βband ERD is unaffected by sensory inputs. Synchronized β-band signals has been shown
to increase following movement termination [63] or in response to somatosensory
stimulation [91]. ERS has been postulated to represent deactivated cortical networks
involved in motor program execution leading to an idle state of the motor system [76] or
a sensory reafference [92]. Impairment of post movement beta rebound have been found
in several sensorimotor-related diseases [93] [94]. The influence of sensory feedback on
ERS can also be seen in a study by Cassim et al., where β-band ERS was suppressed
following passive movement termination performed after ischemia induced anesthesia
[92]. The significantly higher β-band ERS rebound with remote sensory stimulation in
the present study, suggests that the ERS is not simply due to a rebound following a period
of suppression of β-band activity, but rather implies β-band ERS as an active process that
necessitates peripheral feedback following movement termination for its complete
development [95].
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β-band ERS showed significant increase with improved tactile sensation via remote
sensory stimulation compared to without remote sensory stimulation only for sustained
pinch and not ballistic pinch. Conversely, the ERS rebound was slightly higher in
ballistic pinch in general compared to sustained pinch, which is in agreement with
previous studies showing that sustained movements elicit a weaker rebound compared to
ballistic movements [96] [97], but the difference was not statistically significant
(p=0.208). The different behavior in the β-band ERS rebound with remote sensory
stimulation found between sustained and ballistic pinches might be explained by
differences in the sensory input in each pinch type [96]. Sustained pinch requires a larger
tactile sensory feedback compared to ballistic pinch, in order to maintain a steady pinch
grip. Steady motor state maintenance is facilitated by an increase in tactile perception
[98]. Thus, the reliance on tactile sensory feedback during sustained pinch might have led
to the significant increase in the ERS rebound following sustained pinch termination with
remote sensory stimulation compared to without stimulation.
The spread of β-band ERS was seen at the contralateral prefrontal areas (AF and F
electrodes) [81], contralateral sensorimotor and primary motor areas (C and CP4
electrodes) [82], and premotor areas and the supplementary motor area (FC electrodes)
(SMA) [83]. The prefrontal cortex is involved in organization of goal-directed behavioral
sequences [84], such as the pinch on cue command in our current study. The premotor
and motor areas have been shown to be involved in planning and execution of voluntary
arm and hand movements [85] such as pinching.
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The present findings suggest that β-band oscillations perform sensorimotor
‘recalibration’ following a movement. Analogous with a radar or sonar system, the motor
cortex sends out oscillatory signal pulse to the peripheral and the somatosensory cortex,
using the response pulse, determines the system state (position, contraction strength).
Since imperceptible white-noise vibration have been shown to improve sensory signal
transmission to the somatosensory cortex [72], it explains a larger β-band oscillations
with vibration induced enhancement in finger tactile sensation. Sensory feedback
following a movement might be of use in trial-to-trial motor learning [95] and enhanced
sensory feedback via remote sensory stimulation can lead to increased motor learning
enabling subjects to perform a motor task better.
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the present findings indicate that enhanced motor function with
vibratory noise is related to β-band power modulation. The recalibration mechanism can
be used in rehabilitation by elevating the cortico-muscular coherence during training and
rehabilitative exercises. The elevated coherence might lead to longer consolidation of the
training in its proprioceptive context. However, only the immediate effect of vibration
was studied and long-term use in a rehabilitation setting might need addressing long-term
effects of exposure to vibration.
The next chapter is a summary of our findings from all the individual studies in this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY
The dissertation was significant by creating new knowledge on cortical control of
hand sensory and motor functions. This new knowledge on the brain mechanism that
underlies sensory input-dependent changes in the brain activity and resulting hand
function could lead to the application of remote sensory noise to enhance human
performance in high precision manual dexterity tasks. The dissertation developed a novel
way to demonstrate brain mechanisms of enhanced or deteriorated hand function using
EEG.
One of the main findings of this dissertation was that the remote white-noise vibration
affected detection of fingertip tactile signal in healthy adults. Investigation of fingertip
tactile sensation in healthy adults in Chapter 2 revealed that subthreshold white-noise
vibration at 60% sensory threshold improved the thumb and index fingertip tactile
sensation in healthy individuals, while suprathreshold 120% noise degraded fingertip
tactile sensation. The effects of remote white-noise vibration were found across all four
remote locations in the hand and wrist used in the study.
The findings from Chapter 1 led to an EEG study on healthy young adults in Chapter
3 to investigate the cortical mechanism of vibration-enhanced tactile sensation. The study
revealed that the imperceptible white-noise vibration affected cortical modulation for
touch stimuli to the fingertip. The cortical modulation expressed itself with larger eventrelated evoked potentials in the somatosensory cortex with white-noise vibration applied
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at the volar aspect of the wrist. It is possible that the cortical modulation is a result of the
establishment of transient networks for improved perception.
White-noise vibration was also found to enhance motor functions in previous studies
by our research group [23, 44]. Building on Chapter 3, further investigations were made
using EEG in healthy young adults performing pinching tasks. The findings revealed that
the enhanced motor function with vibratory noise is related to β-band power modulation.
β-band power showed an increase in amplitude when white-noise vibration was applied at
the volar aspect of the wrist. The enhanced motor function may be a result of stronger
recalibration and enhanced motor learning with enhanced sensory feedback via remote
sensory stimulation.
In summary, this dissertation showed that remote white-noise vibration affects
fingertip tactile sensation in healthy young adults. The white-noise vibration affected
tactile sensitivity through evoked potentials and motor function by β-band power
modulation. The dissertation demonstrated the possibility for a remote white-noise
vibration device that can be worn around the wrist and remotely improve fingertip tactile
sensation while not impeding manual dexterity. The mechanism by which white-noise
affects sensation at fingertips and motor function can be further explored for use in neural
rehabilitation.
5.1 Future directions
Future research may possibly explore how remote white-noise vibration affects other
aspects of tactile sensation such as discrimination and resolution in healthy adults and the
long-term effects of vibration on sensation and hand function. This may be required
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before adopting white-noise vibration technology as a long-term rehabilitation tool or to
enhance human performance. In addition, the stimulation parameters such as vibration
intensity and locations to apply the vibration needs to be optimized before the technology
is implemented in a wrist-worn device.
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